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Motivation
• UAVs can enable a wide set of new applications, e.g., surveillance,
packet delivery, environment monitoring, among others.
• The wide adoption of UAVs will impose significant burden to the
capacity of the underlying wireless networks.
• We explore new approaches to extend UAV operations to 6 GHz band
to harvest more spectrum resources.

Challenge
• Incumbent systems in 6 GHz band share spectrum on a directionality
basis, and carrier sensing can not be used directly because of their
low detectability.
• It is hard to model the aggregate interference to the incumbent
systems with altitude-dependent channels and high mobility of UAVs.

• Initial Power Enforcement: Determine a rough
transmission power for each of the UAVs by following
a set of Power Control Principles
• Offline-dataset Guided Online Power Adaption:
Calibrate UAVs’ transmission power based on modelbased feature extraction, offline dataset generation
and data-drive calibration
• RL-based UAV Optimization: Optimize UAV
trajectories to improve UAV network performance
• Objective: Maximize UAV system’s throughput by
jointly optimizing UAVs’ trajectory and their
association to ground users, under the interference
constraints of the incumbent system
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Case study of power control for coexisting UAV and incumbent
systems in the 6 GHz band

• It is challenging to track the UAV locations in real time, which are
closely coupled with ground users’ spectrum access and association
strategies.

System Model and Coexistence Framework
Results
Average throughput of coexisting
UAV and incumbent systems
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Conclusion
System Model

Bi-sectorized Directional
Antenna Model

Determine the threshold angle for the directional
antenna model based on testbed experiments

• Proposed a new framework called SwamShare to enable UAV operations
in the 6 GHz band
• Formulated the control problem of SwamShare with the objective of
maximizing UAV throughput under the cross-system interference
constraints
• Characterized the aggregate interference based on Gamma distribution
model and determine the power for UAVs by calibrating the model
• The effectiveness of SwamShare has been validated based on simulations
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